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C Grade. No Grade. International Priority Shipping. Honda Accord is a mid-size car popular
worldwide that has been produced since Many cars were made on the Accord platform. In the

Japanese market, Honda Ascot, Torneo and other cars were available. This model was sold in
many countries, and special versions were made for some countries. For example, the 6th, 7th
and 8th generation Accord for Europe and US were significantly different. This is normal
practice for Honda. Accords with Rover diesel engines were also made. In the period between
and , Accord 6 was made. In the most expensive modifications, the 3. In , 7th generation Accord
was launched, and versions for the US and for Europe were very different from each other. In ,
production of tenth generation Honda Accord started. Like many other companies, Honda
started using turbocharged engines. For Accord, they offer 1. During over 40 years of
production, a lot of various Honda Accord engines have been released, and Wikimotors will
help you with them. Below you will find specifications, description of significant problems high
oil consumption, oil leaks, power loss, noise, vibration, rough idle and what components are to
be replaced, so that the car runs again without problems. We will also advise you the oil
recommended for your Accord, oil capacity and oil change period, what the expected service
life of the engine is, what upgrades will help you add power and go even faster, where Honda
Accord engine number is located, and more. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A
K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. BMW S Honda D15B D15A. Toyota 3ZZ. Toyota 4GR. Subaru EJ
Toyota 1MZ. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. Hi everyone, I am asking for some advice
on fixing a problem with my 88 Honda Accord. After starting it revs up between and RPMs for
about minutes and then drops down to a normal idle, after which it drives fine. It does it pretty
much every time I start the car! I had this and other carb related problems for years. Could be
the choke. There are a lot of little parts in the carb which could become stuck or gummed-up. I
replaced the choke with a used part on mine once, but it only lasted awhile, probably because
the part was as old as mine was anyway. It was an easy fix, almost completely bolt-on. Good
luck! My 87 Accord will rev up in the same manner, but after a minute or so of driving, not right
when I start it. The engine is designed to speed up until it reaches its operating temp. Have fun.
I missed in your O. Not sure what to tell you then, but this is o. Good luck. This was done to
lower the emissions during idleâ€¦especially, during cold start. Many people complained about
their car, or truck, running 35 mph, without touching the gas pedal. Federal law forbade setting
the idle lower. A mechanic would tell the customer HOW the idle was adjusted, but, not adjust
the idle, himself. August Winter or Summer, always the same. The carb started to act-up at
about ,, I tried everything to fix it. The only fix I came up with was a replacement carb. Mileage
now is about , I also agree that the problem goes away after minutes, so why worry. How about
it OP? Does it do it only on cold-start? Thank you all for your responses! The car always revs on
the initial start. This can go on for a while, if I am just running errands nearby. And it will go
down right away if you give it a tap on the gas. The previous owner said he just let it warm up
real well before driving it. It seems sort of funny to warm up your car in Hawaii, which is where I
am! Hellokit hit it on the nose. I have a Honda Civic LX, 1. I can sometimes bring down the idle
speed after a cold start if I turn off the ignition and turn it on again: it starts up at RPM, but revs
up to again until fully warm. The IACV is working properly. I had an electrical specialist check
out all the engine electrical signals. The TPS attachment to the throttle body is threaded, you
have to file slots in the smooth bolt heads to unscrew. Replace those with Metric 8M bolts.
Everything should be fine. Honda only offers a new throttle body with the TPS pre-attached and
calibrated, which is very pricey. To do this, the whole throttle body needs to be replaced the
TPS is built in to the throttle body, so they have to be replaced together. Or does anyone else
have any better ideas? It was a two door notchback that came in the poor person's version or
totally souped up, with nothing in between. The other Accords saw a few small changes in the
bumpers. Well, something has to set one year apart from another, doesn't it? Even old and now
likely abused, the '88 Accord gets about 27 mpg when combining city and highway driving,
which isn't bad at all considering that when they were new they got between 30 and 34 mpg. The
Honda Accord LXi trims each had a 2 liter engine that produced horsepower at rpms. This was
an increase of 10 over the last year, and seemed to please most. The transmissions remained
unchanged; the choices were 4-speed auto or 4- or 5-speed manual. The biggest problems
reported about the Honda Accord involved the front buckle assembly of the seat belt that some
had difficult doing and undoing, and an unclear owner's manual. More than , Accords were sold
in the U. Jeep I bought a Honda Accord dx with 91, miles on it , dirt cheep but besides
neededing basic maintenance it started right up. A very reliable car and taken well care of my
friends has , miles on it. Car has heavy mist changed plugs wires distrutor cap rotory button
and ingtion coil and still have the mist. I have a honda accord 1. When trying to start the vehicle
and you put the key in and right before cranking shouldn't you hear the fuel pump and gauge if
not could that be the fuel relay stopping the fuel pump from working Average user score. Based
on 30 reviews. My Favorite Honda by Ian. Updated Sep 5, by Anonymous. What's your take on
the Honda Accord? Report Jeep I bought a Honda Accord dx with 91, miles on it , dirt cheep but

besides neededing basic maintenance it started right up. Have you driven a Honda Accord?
Rank This Car. Cars compared to Honda Accord. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse
questions. Favorite Favorite. Honda Accord Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Honda Accord to Related Models.
Select Year Forum Rules. Remember Me? Results 1 to 13 of Thread: What engine is stock in a
88 accord LXI?? Thread Tools Show Printable Version. What engine is stock in a 88 accord
LXI?? I want to swap out the stock motor for a newer motor with higher performance. I dont
want to modify anything, I just want to pull the old motor out and drop a new one in? Any
suggestions or comments? Re: What engine is stock in a 88 accord LXI?? I'll give you a free
one since you are new This had hp. As for a swap, ALL accords shard the same A20 block. I
believe the LXi's had a 9. So if you want another engine, save your old one to savage parts from
and just swap long-blocks with any accord. I got a Hatch, maing! Pacific Coast Big Meet Event!
From SoCal to Canada, meet here. If you are good at fabrication and automotive, you can put
anything you want in there. You neglected camshaft, camgear, and intake manifold. As the OP is
looking into, a swap is the only reasonable way to make more power. Buy a JDM B20 and have it
rebuilt. Call it a day. Originally Posted by so8k3. Last edited by Vector; at PM. Originally Posted
by Demon Originally Posted by micky. Replies: 35 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 25 Last Post: , PM.
Replies: 2 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 6 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 5 Last Post: , AM. Bookmarks
Bookmarks Digg Google. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. As an
Amazon Associate, this site earns from qualifying purchases. Forum Rules. Remember Me?
Results 1 to 23 of Thread: 89 honda accord engine swap. Thread Tools Show Printable Version.
This isn't going to be a racing Honda but i do want the extra power. Re: 89 honda accord engine
swap X2. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap a20a3! Re: 89 honda accord engine swap. Originally
Posted by skittlez. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap even a moded a20 is still slow. Re: 89
honda accord engine swap b20a b20a b20a b20a Originally Posted by Hauntd ca3. Re: 89 honda
accord engine swap new b series motors definately Re: 89 honda accord engine swap the b20b
from the crv etc is the wrong one will require making mounts, mix and match drive shafts etc to
make fit. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap Well if it's street A20A3 but if it's going too the track
H22 turbo but thats money my friend. O te chingas O te Jodes. Re: 89 honda accord engine
swap lol one post wonder if he even still has it? Re: 89 honda accord engine swap he prob has a
civic now. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap i am a new member and i was wondering can the
motor in a crab Honda accord be upgraded and if so to what can i put in it. Re: 89 honda accord
engine swap yep it can and you can put a better one in it. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap
Necropost and this guy must not have read this thread at all Originally Posted by CAH.
Originally Posted by alberto. Well if it's street A20A3 but if it's going too the track H22 turbo but
thats money my friend. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap I think an H would be a bad choice,
maybe for drag. I Just got a cherry lxi Hatch, it is perfect in every way. I still want to tear it apart,
but it runs too well. Maybe someday it'll break. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap i've accord
A18a carb, what should i put in for more power as for racing and i don't wanna go through
mounting or axels thingy.. Originally Posted by faddyaccord. Re: 89 honda accord engine swap
dont bump 5 year old threads for one. Replies: 6 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM.
Engine swap on an '83 Accord By iamrico in forum 2geez Accords. Replies: 16 Last Post: , PM.
Replies: 11 Last Post: , PM. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg Google. All times are GMT The time
now is AM. All rights reserved. As an Amazon Associate, this site earns from qualifying
purchases. See more Honda Accord insights. See more ways to save. Search Data Studies.
Used Cars. Honda Accord. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more
studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Least Expensive. Most Expensive. Dealer Rating:.
Location: Woodinville, WA Location: Fuquay Varina, NC Positives: inspected, clean history,
condition. Get email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like
to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X. What is the average price for Honda
Accord? How many are for sale and priced below market? What Honda Accord model year and
mileage can you get for your budget? How much does a used Honda Accord cost? Average
Price. What's the price of a Used Honda Accord by year? Average price by year. Average
mileage by year. Search for a used Honda Accord near me See my listings. How to save money
when buying a used Honda Accord? What colors are the best deals for a Honda Accord? Least
Expensive Color. What Honda Accord color has the best resale value? Price differences by car
color compared to the average price of a used Honda Accord. How does car color affect the
average price of a used Honda Accord? What is the best time to buy a used Honda Accord?
Good times to buy. Price of Honda Accord by Trim. Other Honda Accord Years. Honda Accord
Trims. Others also viewed these Models Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car
listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking
"Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email

me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future
saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get
email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. See my listings. Start
searching smarter now. Used Honda Accord DX. Used Honda Accord LX. Used Honda Accord
Lxi. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Car would not start back up. I had parked and when I got back
in the car it would not start. No previous problems. Called Honda roadside assistance they
provide a jump start in which the car started. Drove the car right to david hobbs Honda. They
performed test which said everything. Later that evening I went to start the car and it wouldn't
start. In all incidents the car would try to turn on but wouldn't, the keyless entry worked, all
lights works. The steering wheel locked on all incidents. All incidents the car was stationary.
They called back later in the day after doing testing and once again said all testing was fine.
However, they would like to keep my vehicle overnight to see if my car would work in the
morning and to do testing again. My vehicle is still at the dealership. Search CarComplaints.
Engine head keeps leaking oil. Took it to the dealer 3 times but they would just tighten the head
bolts and put a seal around it that would last about miles before it starts leaking again. This
problem started at 4K miles. The contact owns a Honda Accord. While driving various speeds,
the vehicle stalled and the check engine warning indicator illuminated. While in traffic, the
vehicle would jerk and then drive normally when the accelerator pedal was depressed. The
failure recurred every two weeks. The vehicle was taken to breakaway Honda located at
woodruff rd, greenville, SC , to be diagnosed, but a failure code could not be found. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and provided case number: The
approximate failure mileage was 11, My Honda Accord coupe has just above miles on it and
almost everyday will stall if I try to accelerate and also try to switch lanes from time to time.
There have been so many times where the car will slow down drastically on the road and it is
becoming very dangerous. I took it to the service station and since they couldn't find a code
when scanning, they told me nothing was wrong and sent me on my way. The car hasn't
stopped stalling and it looks like my model has a recall announced for it but it's for a V6 engine
and not a V4 which is what I drive. The picture below shows all the lights that turn on from my
dashboard when the car stalls. I googled to see how much people has the same issue it's
literally thousands of people with Honda Accord. Honda should step up there game or there
going to loose a lot of customers over the next upcoming years. Honda of America please put a
recall and fix these issues before it turns into a epidemic thanks. Battery died after less than 2
years of use. Needed to replace. No electrical use of the vehicle, pep boys says its a common
issue with new Honda. Needed to tow car and dangerously turned off in the middle of the street
when the battery died. The car caught on fire by itself, a car only with 13, miles and 1 year of
usage that means almost brand new car. I drove 9 miles aprox. From home to my work location.
When I arrive and park the car before going upstairs, I saw the car blowing unusual smoke from
the engine compartment, I opened the hood and I saw the fire was coming between the engine
and the radiator. I call the and when they arrived they tried to use a fire extinguisher but the fire
started getting out of control, forcing them to use the water hose to stop the fire. The noise can
be heard driving at the speed of mph having the window roll down. June 4th, made a
appointment with purchasing dealership yonkers Honda to have the car checked. However they
could not duplicate the issue, so I test drove with mechanic and proved my case. After hearing
the noise, they kept the car to fix the issue and when I went to pick up the car the noise was
back again. Since they could not fix the issue, they labeled it as "normal" and cannot duplicate
the noise despite showing it to them after multiple visit. I opened a case with american Honda
and they could not get yonkers Honda to fix the issue or get the manager to call me to explain
what happened. Instead, amh advised me to try another dealership which I did, "new rochelle
Honda" however they were no help whatsoever. They did not even want to work on the car
despite their mechanic hearing the noise. The director informed the manager that there is no
problem with the car and fed Honda lies about director ever contacting me or test driving with
me. I called Honda again, and they did not help me instead told me to go to another dealership. I
am on my third dealership, working with bronx Honda about the same issue since June 4th, and
still no fix The contact stated that while driving at 80 mph, the engine stalled without warning.
The contact turned off and restarted the vehicle and was back to normal. The vehicle was taken
to the dealer Honda West located at w sahara ave, las vegas, nv ; where the dealer could not
find the cause of the failure. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
not contacted and was not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 7, On
the night on July 3, the Honda Accord which was only 5 weeks old was parked in the driveway

of my house. The car was in park and the motor was turned off. You would not be able to
remove the key unless the car was in park. The car that was parked in front of the Honda Accord
went to back out without realizing a car was behind it. The other vehicle involved was a Kia
optima. The Kia optima lightly bumped the Honda Accord and stopped as soon as it realized the
Honda was behind it. There was no damage to the front of the Honda Accord or to the back of
the Kia optima. The Honda Accord was parked on a flat surface at the time. When the Kia hit the
Honda the Honda rolled down the driveway and hit a light pole. The entire light pole crashed
down and broke. At first I thought that this was impossible until I saw my neighbor's video
footage of the incident. We contacted Honda service department and of course a
free repair manuals for cars free download
wiring plug diagram
2000 chevrolet camaro z28 ss
t first they thought that was impossible until they saw the video. After a few days Honda got
corporate tech support involved and was told not to release the car back to me until they found
out what was wrong. After about a week Honda told me that they were unable to duplicate the
problem but as a "precautionary measure" they were going to replace the transmission. They
did replace the transmission but said they would not pay for the damage to the back of the
Honda or the light pole. I feel that they should be responsible for the damage to the car and the
light pole. A car that is lightly bumped should not roll away. It could have been much worse had
a child been behind the car or the light pole could have crashed onto something. I feel like they
found something wrong with the transmission and are covering up for it otherwise if they truly
found nothing wrong with the transmission then why did they replace it in the first place. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

